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***Warning ~ Book contains violence and sexually explicit content*** Four years later; Nina and Alex

are tucked safely away on the other side of the world seemingly enjoying life and acting as if there

isnâ€™t a crazed psychopath hunting them. That is until the death of a loved one brings Nina and

Alex out of hiding and into a whirlwind of kidnapping, betrayal and murder. Will Nina and Alex be

able to survive Megâ€™s wrath again or will they fall victim to her fatal lure?
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Nina had difficulty motivating herself and everything added more stress. Things starts to break down

and both begin to fall apart. The plot contains secrets, deception, trauma bonding, kidnapping,

death, passion and crazy in love. It arouse so many emotions, it's hard to even describe these

emotions. I did love and hate the characters all at the same time. Sometimes it was hard to

conceive it all. At the ending there was a surprise and I don't know what to think of that. Maybe

another sequel? Definitely a series you have to read. But I have to warn you, it's not a cute, sweet

romance but the end was as happy as it could be given the circumstances.



Since it was over a year ago that I read book #1 & #2, I went back and (speed) re-read them just to

familiarize myself again with the characters and the roles that played in an attempt to destroy Nina

and then ultimately Nina & Alex.They both went through hell and back just to stay alive, sane and

together!! I am hoping that this is the last in the series, I just canÃ¢Â€Â™t imagine either one of

them going through any more than they already have, but that very last part (AmyÃ¢Â€Â™s suicide

& letter) left that door open. Amy knew her suicide and the letter could push Alex over the edge, I

am hoping it is left alone, that the letter is never shown to her, what would be the point??

That was an amazingly awesome finale to a series of thrilling books. I highly recommend this series

to anyone who is interested in a thought-provoking thriller. Michelle knows how to keep you on the

edge of your seat with her visual explanations of what is transpiring in all three of these stories.

Thank you so much for the enjoyment Michelle.

Just like many other readers I really didn't care for/ or was mad at Alex and Amy. I didn't like how

pushed herself on to Alex and how Alex let her. Megs change at the end had me wow a lot and

wondering. It seemed like as this series went on the characters and storyline grew more.

Great book, I couldn't put it down.Thank I found myself rushing home to continue the book!!!!

OH MY GOSH!!! Michelle Marra you did it once again with this one. I loved and read it in a day just

like I did the others. I got really mad half way through the book with Alex and Amy and I think it was

because I predicted that Amy was after Alex after seeing the way she talked to Alex when they met

up with them in Italy. I definitely liked the way that the Meg's character changed and had adverse

reactions to her death. I really liked how you touched down more on PTSD and the Stockholm

Syndrome because I didn't know anything about about the latter so that was nice to see. I am sad to

see this end because I loved the series and the characters and I definitely wouldn't object to another

book lol wink wink. I will be looking out for more books if you end up writing a new series.

This is was a great book. I loved it. I have enjoyed this series so much.

Great Great!!!! Michelle Marra did it again another 5 Star. She did all the characters justce. I just

couldn't put it down. You have to read the first two books. You won't be disappointed with all of



them. Great writing!!!!
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